
Tuesday 14th December 2021

Dear Parents and Carers,

I would like to thank you all for committing so wholeheartedly to the home-testing regime during the

last term. While we have experienced a number of cases in school, regular and frequent testing has

meant that, in addition to identifying positive cases early, asymptomatic pupils testing positive on a

lateral flow test have not been in school, thus reducing the spread of COVID-19.

I am sure you will be aware from the news that the Department for Education has asked schools to

test pupils in school once, on return to school in January. In an email sent to all schools, the

Department themselves acknowledge that this is, “a significant ask”; for the reasons outlined below,

and with the approval of the Department for Education, we are not planning to carry out mass

testing in school on this occasion, and are putting alternative measures in place.

As you know, we have been asked to carry out this considerable public health exercise on two

previous occasions.  We did so with full commitment and worked extremely hard, following all

guidance and ensuring there was as little as possible disruption to teaching and learning.

Nevertheless, disruption did occur. This latest timing of proposed in-school testing comes at a time

when Year 11 and Upper Sixth pupils have mock examinations scheduled, and we do not have the

same staffing team available to carry out the tests. Any volunteers recruited now would need to be

trained, and we do not have the time or the capacity to secure and train a new workforce to carry

out just one test. Furthermore, testing would inevitably delay the beginning of term. Whilst the

Department for Education has given all schools permission to stagger return, we do not feel this is a

wise decision, given how much our pupils’ education has already been impacted by school closure

and the need to self-isolate.

We fully support testing and believe that it does much to prevent the spread of COVID. However, we

have seen over the past year that a rise in cases has occurred once pupils have mixed in school,

rather than mixing during the holidays. The surge in cases at the end of the summer holidays

amongst older TWGGS pupils was due to attendance at festivals, and we managed to prevent this

transferring to school by asking pupils to test at home prior to the start of term. Cases fell over

half-term, and it was two weeks after the holiday that we saw them rise once again in school.

The DfE has said that, “testing in school boosts testing participation”; however, we already have an

extremely high compliance rate with home-testing and mask-wearing, and a high proportion of

pupils and staff who are now vaccinated. It is this willingness to participate that we would like to call

on for the return to school in January. We would like all pupils to carry out a supervised home test

on the day before term starts (i.e. Monday 3rd January 2022), and to report the result to school via



the Google form below (PLEASE NOTE this is a new Google form that is for reporting this test only).

The deadline for doing this is 4.00PM ON MONDAY 3RD JANUARY.

Link to testing form: https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA

The test results will be monitored by a member of staff on 3rd January (a Bank Holiday) and, if your

child does not have a test result submitted by this deadline, they will need to report to PAC 1 on

arrival at school on the morning of 4th January.  A skeleton staff will carry out testing in school for,

hopefully, a very small number of pupils, and your previous consent to this will be valid. We must

stress, however, that for those who do not test at home, there is likely to be a delay in them joining

their lessons and we urge you to ensure that the test is carried out at home. This is especially

important for those Year 11 pupils who have a mock examination on 4th January.

PLEASE NOTE, if you do not consent to your child having a supervised test at school, or wish to

withdraw your previous consent, please complete question 9 of the form to this effect

(https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA) so that we do not ask your child to attend PAC 1.

If your child has tested positive with a PCR test, under current guidelines they should not be tested

using either PCR or rapid lateral flow tests for 90 days (since 8th October 2021), unless they develop

new symptoms during this time – in which case they should be retested immediately using PCR. This

90-day period is from the initial onset of symptoms or, if asymptomatic when tested, their positive

test result. However, we do request that you still complete the relevant sections of the form to

confirm that this applies to your child, so that we do not ask them to attend for an in-school test.

We hope you understand our approach on this occasion and that you will support the procedure that

we have outlined. There will be a further distribution of lateral flow test kits to pupils tomorrow

(Wednesday). Please ensure that you save one of these tests for the 3rd January.

I wish you all a very happy, healthy Christmas and look forward to welcoming pupils back to school at

the start of next term.

With best wishes,

Linda Wybar

Headteacher

Procedure for pupils testing prior to returning to school in January:

1. Pupils to carry out a home lateral flow test on Monday 3rd January. If your child has had

COVID-19 within the last 90 days (since 8th October 2021), they do not need to test, but

you will still need to complete the Google form.

2. Report your child’s test result to school by 4.00pm on the same day, using this link to the

Google form: https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA

3. Also report the test on the gov.uk Report a Lateral Flow Test Result website:

Report a COVID-19 rapid lateral flow test result

https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA
https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA
https://forms.gle/P6UFjRZBeCVzB5uPA
https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result



